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MS3 Pro PCB V3.2 baseboard for 99-05 Miata 

 
 
This board is used with the MS3 Pro module.  Depending on the year of Miata, you install the  
99-00 or the 01-05 ECU connector (made by Tyco). 
 
A number of circuits are needed while a couple are optional, so if you don’t want them, just leave 
out those parts. 
 
Take a look at http://westfieldmx5.devocht.com for some general information on MS3 Pro 
installation. 
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1. CMP and CKP pullups (NEEDED) 
 

 
Install the 2 pullup resistors for the crank and camshaft signals (bottom of the pic). 
You need a 1K resistor in CKP and CMP. 
 
The 2 other pullups are optional for analog inputs AIN2 and AIN3 (see 5.). 

 
 

 
2. MAP sensor (NEEDED) 
 

 
Install a MPX4250 in U1.   
This is the standard map sensor. 
 
 
 

3. USB connector (NEEDED) 
 

There’s a USB connector on board as well of course.  It uses a standard USB 
printer cable.   
You’ll need to cut out a notch of the ecu case to clear this. 
 

 
4. Constant barometric correction (optional) 
 

If you need constant barometric correction, fit an additional map sensor 
here.  There’s 2 models to choose from, either install the standard map 
sensor or the smaller smd equivalent.  They have identical 
characteristics. 
Install : 
- a MPX4250A or a MPXH6400A (the smd equivalent) 
- 1K resistor in R16  
- a 220nF (35V) capacitor in C4 and a 100 nF (35V) in C5 

 
Remark: In TunerStudio, use AIN1 (analog input 1) for this function.  When not using constant 
barometric correction, you can use the AIN1 analog input for other purposes.  In that case, the 
AIN1 input is the top hole of R16.   
Should you need a pullup for AIN1, install it between the bottom hole of C4 and pin 3 (5V) of the 
MPX4250A.  The square hole is pin 1. 
 
5. Spare analog and digital inputs (optional) 
 

There’s solder points for all spare digital inputs (DFIN1 to 3 and DI4) 
and all analog inputs (AIN2 and AIN3).   
AIN1 is used for constant baro correction so it’s not brought out here.  
If needed, it is possible to use it though (see above). 
A 12V pullup resistor for DI4 can be fitted as well if needed. 
There’s also 5V pullups for AIN2 and 3, located next to the CKP and 
CMP pullups (see 1.). 
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6. Other spare in- and outputs (optional) 
 

All other unused spark and hi-current outputs are made 
available as well.   
SPK_C and SPK_D are the additional spark outputs for 
sequential spark.   
 

 
7. Free pins on the ECU connector 

 
All spare in- and outputs can be brought to spare pins on the ECU connector.  Simply solder a 
jumper wire between a spare pin and the desired in/output. 

 
 
 

 
 
8. Bluetooth module (optional) 
 

Install all components in the TTL to RS232 circuit and a TTL 
bluetooth module.  It uses the 4 solder points marked RXD, TXD, 
GND and VCC 
All 4 capacitors are 100nF – 35V, the chip is a MAX232. 
Make a notch in the case to clear the antenna. 
Don’t forget to program the module !!!  My modules come pre-
programmed with pin code 1234 

 
9. Wifi module 
 

Instead of a bluetooth module, you can also use a ESP8266 
ESP-01 Wifi module.  Install it so that the antenna sticks out of 
the case.  Again, make a notch in the case to clear the antenna. 
You cannot use both bluetooth and wifi modules at the same time 
of course. 
 
 

The ESP8266 needs a 5V to 3.3V converter, so install R17 (20K), R18 (10K), C10 
and C11 (10μF) and U6 (LM1117-3.3V). 
These components are scattered around the board. Don’t forget to program the module !!! 
 
10. Proto area 

 
You can build additional circuits in the proto area. 
 
In the middle and at the bottom, there’s solder points for 12V, 5V 
and GND 
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11. Shift light (optional) 
 

Install 6x680ohm, 3xBS170 and 1N5819 
Capacitor C11 is NOT PART of the shift light and should only be 
installed for the wifi module above.  
Pin 1: led1 + 
Pin 2: led2 + 
Pin 3: led3 + 
Pin 4: led4 + 
Pin 5: led5 + 
Pin 6: led6 + 
Pin 7: leds 1&2 – 
Pin 8: leds 3&4&5&6 – 

 
The output of the 3 stage shift light is on the RJ45 (ethernet) connector a bit lower on the board.   
 
Remark: In TunerStudio, use SPARK E and F to use this function: 
Spark E has a low ON and high OFF setpoint, say 6000 and 6500. 
Spark F has one ON setpoint at the middle rev point, say 6300. 
 
How this works: Spark E goes on at 6000 and leds 1&2 turn on.  Spark F goes on at 6300 and 
turns on leds 3&4.  Spark E turns back of at 6500 and turns on leds 5&6. 
 
12. Alternator control (NEEDED) 
 
Although MS3 can control the alternator through software, I strongly advise controlling it by 
hardware.  I designed this circuit because because of 2 reasons. 
The 1st reason it that I couldn’t get the software PWM alternator control in the Megasquirt firmware 
working right. I played with it for a while but it either didn’t charge at all or only charged over 16V, 
with spikes over 18V. No matter what I tried, I just couldn’t get it stable. When my MS3 Pro finally 
blew up, I decided to call it quits and designed this pcb. 
The 2nd reason is that the programmed injector dead time is directly related to battery voltage, 
meaning that if you have voltage swings – something the Megasquirt most definitely has – than 
your injector dead time changes accordingly. I do not want my mixture going out of wack whenever 
I open my windows or turn on the headlights. 
For the low cost and the little time it takes to build the circuit, I see no point in spending hours 
trying to get software pwm right, you’ll never be able to.  The circuit is proved to be rock solid to 
within 0.1V over the entire rpm band, no matter what you throw at it. Once installed and adjusted, 
you don’t have to worry about it ever again.  Your choice J. 
 

software: you really should no be using software control, 
but if you insist: install NO components and place a single 
jumper from the middle to the RIGHT hole in the bottom row 
(marked red).  Adjust your alternator voltage in Tunerstudio.  
BE VERY CAREFUL. 
 
hardware: install ALL components and place 
BOTH jumpers from the middle to the LEFT hole 
(marked yellow). Do not forget the voltage adjust 
trimmer at the bottom right of the board!!  --------> 
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Remark for hardware control:  
In Tunerstudio, you can use IAC1 to turn off the alternator to minimise load on the alternator while 
cranking.   
Set IAC1 to activate below, say 600rpm. Once rpms rise above 600rpm, the alternator will turn 
back on and start charging. 
 
The voltage adjust trimmer supplied is already set roughly correct so solder in place as-is. 
To adjust battery voltage, start the car and adjust the trimmer until you have 14.4V at the battery 
with running engine.  Turning right raises voltage. 
 
 
Remark for software control: 
When designing the board, I used the IAC1 output to control the alternator.  This is fine for 
hardware control, but not so for software control.  As it turns out, you need to use a PWM output to 
control the alternator by software, the IAC1 output will not work in the current firmware (hopefully it 
will in future firmware revisions).   
 
To make it work with PWM3, you'll have to do a small modification to the back of the board: 

• cut the trace going to IAC1 at the red cross  
• run a wire from PWM3 to the proto area 
• run a 2nd wire from the top alternator jumper to the proto area 
• if you didn’t yet add the red jumper from the picture above, do so now.  Remember you're 

working on the backside of the pcb, so install it to the left ;) 
• solder a 1K resistor from 5V (proto area) to the 2 wires 

 
In Tunerstudio, use PWM3 as alternator control output.  
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How to configure Tunerstudio: 
 

99-00 01-05 connector J3 (40 pins) 

  
Pin 1 

HC1 (5A) High Current 1 SPARE on Hi Current Header 
Pin 2 

1Q 3U Pin 3 
Pin 4 HC2 (5A) High Current 2 Low battery warning light 

1R 2B 
Pin 5 

INJJ (5A) Injector J FAN 
Pin 6 

3Q 4R 
Pin 7 

INJI (5A) Injector I VICS / VVT 
Pin 8 

  
Pin 9 

HC3 (5A) High Current 3 SPARE on Hi Current Header 
Pin 10 

3P+3N 2M Pin 11 FP Fuel Pump Fuel Pump 
3M 2Q Pin 12 PWM1 (IDLE) Idle Valve Idle valve 

  Pin 13 PWM2 (3A) PWM Output 2 SPARE on Hi Current Header 

  Pin 14 PWM3 (3A) PWM Output 3 SPARE on Hi Current Header (or software alternator) 

2H 3V Pin 21 CMP+ Cam signal CMP + 12V pullup 
2J 3Y Pin 23 CKP+ Crank signal CKP + 12V pullup 

1V/3I 4I Pin 27 DI1 Digital switched in 1 launch in 
2C 4W Pin 28 O2 Oxygen Sensor wideband 

  Pin 29 AIN2 Analog Input 2 SPARE on Analog IN header 

  Pin 30 AIN1 Analog Input 1 SPARE or constant baro correction 

  Pin 31 AIN3 Analog Input 3 SPARE on Analog IN header 

3E 4V Pin 32 TPS Throttle Position Sensor TPS 
2E 4P Pin 33 CLT Coolant Temperature  CLT 
2B 4N Pin 34 IAT Intake Air Temperature  IAT 

2K 3O Pin 35 TACH OUT Tachometer Output TACH 
  Pin 36 MAP MAP Sensor MAP 

2F 4M Pin 40 KNK1 Knock Sensor 1 KNK input 
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99-00 01-05 connector J4 (44 pins) 
3H 3I Pin 3 SPKB Spark Output B SPK B 

3G 3F Pin 4 SPKA Spark Output A SPK A 
  Pin 5 SPKD Spark Output D SPARE on spark header (or SPK D) 

  Pin 6 SPKC Spark Output C SPARE on spark header (or SPK C) 

  Pin 7 SPKF (0.2A) Spark Output F SPARE on spark header 

  Pin 8 SPKE (0.2A) Spark Output E SPARE on spark header 

  Pin 9 SPKH (0.2A) Spark Output H Shiftlight stage2 

  Pin 10 SPKG (0.2A) Spark Output G Shiftlight stage1 

3W 2A 
Pin 13 

INJA (5A) Injector A INJ A 
Pin 14 

3Y 2G 
Pin 15 

INJB (5A) Injector B INJ B 
Pin 16 

3Z 2J 
Pin 17 

INJC (5A) Injector C INJ C 
Pin 18 

3X 2D 
Pin 19 

INJD (5A) Injector D INJ D 
Pin 20 

1S 2K 
Pin 21 

INJE (5A) Injector E A/C out 
Pin 22 

1I 2C 
Pin 23 

INJF (5A) Injector F A/C fan 
Pin 24 

  
Pin 25 

INJG (5A) Injector G SPARE on Hi Current Header 
Pin 26 

  
Pin 27 

INJH (5A) Injector H SPARE on Hi Current Header 
Pin 28 

1E 2R Pin 31 IAC2A (0.75A) Stepper Out 2A CEL 

  Pin 34 IAC1A (0.75A) Stepper Out 1A alternator disable (in HARDWARE mode) 
  Pin 35 DFIN2 (15mA) Digital frequency in 2 SPARE on digital in header 

  Pin 36 DFIN1 (15mA) Digital frequency in 1 SPARE on digital in header 

  Pin 37 DI4 Digital switched 12V in SPARE on digital in header 

1P 4F Pin 38 DI3 Digital switched in 3 A/C in 
  Pin 39 DIFIN3 (15mA) Digital frequency in 3 SPARE on digital in header 

2D 3T Pin 40 DI2 Digital switched in 2 VSS in 

 


